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Interview With a Vegan Vaudeville
Violinist: Talking Music, Justice,
and Rodent Love with the One
and Only Emilie Autumn
P.S. Get ready to start appreciating rats...

By Mickey Z.
Fri Mar 26, 2010 17:55

This is what a vegan vaudeville violinist looks like.
PHOTO CREDIT: Casey Mitchell and Don Scott
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Meet Emilie Autumn.

Maybe you've witnessed "her electric violin
pyrotechnics, heartbreakingly lush orchestrations,
hard-core beats, and menacing lyrics" on Leno or
Letterman. Perhaps you saw her named in
Interview Magazine as one of their "14 Artists to
Watch" or heard her playing on the albums of
such artists as Courtney Love or Billy Corgan.
Maybe, just maybe, this is your first introduction to
the mind-expanding world of Emilie Autumn, a.k.a.
EA. If so, welcome.
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As EA herself explains: "I learnt to walk in the back stages of theatres and opera houses, amongst the
beautiful chaos of costume changes, circus performers, sweaty ballerinas, dripping make-up, and far too
much glitter. Then, I went mad and was locked up. This is simply what it sounds like inside my head."

To follow is what it sounds like when Mickey Z. and EA have an e-mail conversation (and do a little bonding
over rat appreciation).

Planet Green: Are you vegan? If so, please tell us when and why you made this lifestyle choice.

Emilie Autumn: I am indeed. I became vegetarian a very long time ago, around age eleven, when I realized
that there was very little difference between a chicken, a cow, a horse, or my dog. Making that odd
distinction between who we eat and who we don't seemed very unnatural to me, so I just stopped eating
animals entirely. Veganism came later, around ten years ago, and that was a choice I made as I began to
become more educated on the facts about how poorly even dairy producing animals are often treated, how
many chemicals they are injected with to increase their output, and how they often end up with the same
fate of animals raised for slaughter. So, it was both a personal health choice as well as an ethical one.

PG: What came first: your music or your activism? Is there a clear connection between the two?

EA: Music came before just about everything else for me, as I started training in that at age four, but I
suppose that there was perhaps a small connection from the beginning simply in that I have always written
music with a message. Of course, as my life experience grew and I began to see the injustices inflicted
upon animals, people, and most particularly, women, the correlations between my writing and what I strongly
believe in came through in a more powerful way.

PG: I was born in the Chinese Year of the Rat and have a soft spot for the amazing rodent. I've
heard you kinda like rats, too. Care to elaborate?

EA: Aside from the fact that I dress up at a rat on stage every night, did you know that, not only do humans
and rats share around 98% of the same DNA, but we do in fact carry the exact same genetically coded
instructions for growing a tail? Our gene for that is simply switched off. My very best friends are rats, and
they are also the most important characters in my whole "Asylum" world, my live show, and in my writing.

It is one of my primary missions in life to increase awareness of the intelligence, beauty, and capacity for
love that this animal possesses, and to dispel centuries of myths and misinformation surrounding it. For
example, most people still think that rats spread the plague, when in fact they did not. It was the fleas. The
terror that rats still inspire in so many cultures is completely unfounded, and reduces their value and merit to
the status of either pest or snake food.

On a very personal level, being bipolar and having been chemically experimented on by doctors in psych
wards, I am a lab rat too, as are so many others, and the madness continues in that most of the drugs I am
given were experimented on rats first because of their very similarity to humans. I could talk about rats for
several more hours, so I should stop now before this gets out of hand.

WATCH VIDEO: Norway Rats

PG: Let's say someone stumbles upon this post but is not familiar with your work. Can you describe
your music and your style in 25 words or less? How about 10 words or less?

EA: Psychotic Vaudeville Burlesque. How's that? Just three!

On Now
08:00pm   30 Days
09:00pm   Planet Earth

On Tonight
08:00pm   30 Days
09:00pm   Planet Earth
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PG: I'm sure you've been interviewed a zillion times. Is there a question you've always wanted to be
asked but hasn't yet been posed?

EA: I would like to be asked what animal I would bring back from extinction, and why. My answer would of
course be the Unicorn.

PG: Okay, let's you're riding a unicorn while dressed as a rat and you come across some Planet
Green readers seeking advice on how to make more green, compassionate, and creative choices.
What might you tell them?

EA: I would suggest that the element that would help the most in keeping our planet green is to learn to
appreciate the beauty and importance of what it is that we have, similar to my view of vegetarianism and
converting people to that way of eating. It is much more effective, and far less annoying, to increase
people's appreciation for animals of all species than it is to tell people not to eat them. A dietary alteration
will soon follow once the animals in question are seen as something more important than food. We need to
teach people to fall in love with the natural world again before we can expect them to care about saving it.
And do consider helping the environment by driving few cars and far more unicorns. Besides being more
green, they cost less to feed.

5 Ways to Celebrate Autumn All Year 'Round

Buy her music

Join her Asylum Army

Become her fan on Facebook

Check out her recommended links

Appreciate rats

Links Even a Unicorn Would Like
Vegan John Joseph of the Cro-Mags Has One Word for Flesh Eaters, and It's Not Exactly a Compliment
10 Unfairly Oft-Maligned Big Apple Inhabitants

Dig deeper into Planet Green...
Ben Sollee, Sans Van, is Pedaling His Brand of Folk Music
Which is More Important for the Planet Going Vegetarian or Going Organic?
Bill Clinton the Unlikely Vegan: He’s 20 Pounds Lighter
Diversity, Vegetables, Peace and Brett Dennen for President
Leather Shoe Ban in Indian Schools
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